Securing Your Supply Chain Vendor Risk Management

Your vendor's risk is your risk too. Make smart,
informed decisions to protect your organization.
Secure your vendor and partner
ecosystemwith Centraleyes.

Streamline Vendor
Assessments
Onboard vendors in under 30
seconds and assess hundreds of
vendors in record time.
A ready-to-use solution easily
integrated with existing
infrastructure, no code necessary.
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The Challenge:
Assessing Vendors Accurately at Scale
Your ecosystem no longer ends at your network's edge. Third party organizations are as pivotal to your risk
posture as your internal infrastructure. While your vendors may be mission-critical, they can also pose an
acute risk to your organization.
A vendor lacking adequate security controls can provide a back-door into your network, allowing threat
actors to carry out cyber attacks, data breaches or worse. IBM research shows that over 60% of breaches
stem from third-party vendors.
Outdated, inefficient solutions and spreadsheets are no longer capable of mitigating this risk. Protecting
your organization from your supply chain demands both fast remediation and accurate, real-time
monitoring. It demands that you leave legacy behind.

Centraleyes:
Vendor Risk Management Simplified
As the world's most advanced cloud-based integrated risk management platform, Centraleyes reimagines how
businesses quantify and manage vendor risk. It automatically aggregates data from vendors, real time threat
intelligence, and active perimeter scanning. The results of the data are then presented clearly to generate
actionable insights and remediation steps, helping identify threats, classify high-risk vendors, and provide
remediation guidance.
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Streamline Your Selection Process
Assess hundreds of prospective vendors in record time.
Prioritize vendor risks with ease for timely decision making.
Eliminate manual spreadsheets and data collection, reduce errors and oversight.

See The Bigger Picture
Measure the impact and probability of an attack on each vendor
in real time.
Receive constant updates on security gaps and threats.
Full, real-time visibility of both your vendors and their vendors.

Less Labor, More Resilience
Provide vendors with immediate, actionable remediation guidance.
Assign tasks, track progress and collaborate across vendor teams for efficient data collection
Identify high-risk vendors early in the selection process through a comprehensive risk approach.

Reduce Supply Chain Management Cost
Manage every aspect of vendor risk from A-Z in a
single-solution platform
Save hundreds of hours of labor.
Transparent, affordable pricing with no hidden fees.

Infinite Scale
Scale up with ease and maintain a secure supply chain as your business grows.
Easily integrated alongside existing tools and infrastructure.
Streamline workflows and processes to maximize efficiency and productivity.

Centraleyes is the industry’s latest, most advanced cloud-based integrated cyber risk
management platform. Centraleyes gives organizations the unparalleled ability to automate
and orchestrate their entire cyber risk and compliance processes. Centraleyes provides an
exceptional ability to see, understand, and react to cyber risks in a dynamic and effective
way. Organizations that deploy Centraleyes save time and resources, and increase their cyber
resilience in a world of ever-evolving risks. It is truly cyber risk management reimagined.
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